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Angel lore, angel stories, angel advice, and angel wisdom: whether youâ€™re seeking guidance,

healing, or inspiration from these heavenly messengers, youâ€™ll find it in this splendidly illustrated

Angel Bible. Itâ€™s filled with enlightening knowledge: youâ€™ll learn about angelic calling cards,

messages, and visions, and discover how to sense an angelâ€™s presence, create an angel altar,

keep an angel gratitude book, and meditate and dream with the angels. Find out about angels of

many lands and their hierarchies, and explore the connections between angels and astrology,

colors, crystals, essential oils, kabbalah, and the chakras. A quick reference guides you directly to

those angels who can offer immediate assistance and teaches you how to call on them for help in

any situation.
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I have been attracted to angels most of my life. Everything from artwork, figurines, angel cards,

sound healing, and more recently angel therapy and divine guidance. This book caught my eye at a

local metaphysical shop and seemed to call out to me. I have other books from this same series (the

crystal bible is great!) so I didn't think much of it but grabbed the book and purchased it. I skimmed

the book in a couple of hours and could not believe how wonderful it was. It basically covers

anything you would need to know to work with angels and follow divine guidance including

meditations, healing with crystals/candles, how to cleanse and program your crystals, what the 7

Rays are and how to work with them, chakra balancing, setting up a sacred space...I could go on

and on. I could not believe all the information in this book. Even though each category only talks for



a few pages on any given subject there is so much information. What I loved most was that the

author doesn't just mention an area such as the 7 rays and explain what it is then move onto

something else; instead, she then goes on to give you a meditation or a ritual with step by step

instructions of how you can apply that item to your life. This book is phenomenal! I'm recommending

it to anyone who is being called to work with the angels be it for healing, divine guidance, or just a

curiosity.

I just bought this book today, and I'm already impressed with it! It has lots of information on Angels,

Chakra's, crystals that correspond with certain angels, how to make your own Angel Alter, Angel

Astrology, Meditations, the signs of your angels presence, how to channel angels, I mean it goes on

and on, it's great! I highly reccomend.

If you're looking for just one book on angels to own, this should be it. This covers everything from

the hierarchies of angels to angels and the kabbalah and the chakras, and on and on, all in one

place. The information is solid, and for sheer volume of information to price, this is a must

have!What it does well: breadth of coverage. Comparing it to other angel books on the market, this

has all the information you're likely to find scattered about, but all in one place. It's also a

high-production value book, so lots of color printing on every page. Some of the pictures, such as

the artist's renderings of the archangels, are off-proportion and kinda ugly, but that's just my taste:

You might find lantern jawed angels cute. It has a wide variety of meditations to try, so even leafing

your way through this book will keep you busy, busy, busy.What takes that fifth star away: the

format of the whole series is dual-page layout, meaning every open two-page spread is a

self-contained topic. To do this, some of the topics get extended--biiiiiig picture--to fill up the spread,

and some feel a little squirshed. I got the feeling there was some depth of content that was lacking.

There's still plenty to work with, but I wish they'd let the content dicate the form in some of the

topics.All in all, though, unbeatable for content, and super-unbeatable at the price.

This is a TINY book- for some reason I assumed it would be the size of a regular hardcover book

(nothing too special, but at least the size of a hardcover fiction book) but it's actually quite small-

only about 6x6", if that. It's more like you a book you would find in those spinning racks when you

checkout at a book or drug store- definitely not "main shelf material". It is quite thick, though. And

has a glossy soft cover.The information in the book is gathered from a zillion different sources so

while it's a good overview of "angel wisdom" and information, it's not complete, nor is it in-depth. It's



just sort of a tiny tasting menu for what's out there. The images inside are fine- lots of stock

images.I'm sort of torn on this one- it's good for what it is, but I have seen "introduction to..." and

"the _____ bible" books that are much nicer and more comprehensive. If you're looking for a good

angel gift to get for an angel-loving friend, I would skip this one. But if you want to dip your toes into

the world of angels, this might be a good place to start and see what interests you.

By Tony PucciWhat a wonderful and insightful book! The author has over 30 years experience in

the field of Angel study. At a recent Angel Healing workshop that I attended, the person running this

event had this great book and said that she obtained some of her Angel meditations from it. I

actually recorded one from the book for myself to meditate on and travel to a better place - albeit for

a brief time. Together with "The Encyclopedia of Angels", by Susan Gregg and a deck of Angel

Therapy cards from Doreen Virtue, I do get many wonderful and inspiring messages to guide me in

my quest to be more aware of Divine Will and to live in accordance with that Will. When you are in

line with the Divine, then, everything is fine.

This book is basically the same as most other angel books. If you already read Doreen Virtue's

books you will find nothing new here.

I bought this book three years ago. I use it weekly. I'm still learning new info on a weekly basis. I've

recommended this book to others and they purchased it.
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